The practice of Four Quadrant Leadership® not only improves leadership, it strengthens teams as well.

COURSE PARTICIPANT

OVERVIEW
Leaders have people follow them while managers have people who work for them. Do you know your leadership approach? Are you able to select the most effective leadership approach for any given situation? Developed by Wilfred Jarvis, this course will show you how to improve your leadership goals and get more from your colleagues. You will learn practical tools that have helped successful managers around the world become extraordinary leaders.

WHO FOR
If you are currently a manager and want to be a leader and empower your team members.

EMPLOYER BENEFITS
You will gain the tools to increase your team’s productivity, profitability and engagement.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
• Understand the difference between leading and managing
• Accurately assess a team members’ ability to complete a given task
• Lead your team to continuous improvement
• Effectively set goals and allocate tasks
• Learn techniques for monitoring, supervising, delegating, coaching and counselling
• Build your team’s commitment to achieving goals
• Conduct more effective performance reviews.

IN-COMPANY OPTION
In close partnership with Massey University, IMNZ works with leading organisations to deliver high-quality learning programmes customised to meet specific organisational needs. Contact us for in-company solutions.